Abstract
This is a piece is the product of years of research—research that transcends personal, historical,
and scientific boundaries, culminating in a braided non-fiction essay that explores the way
humans conduct relationships in a societal mindset driven by computational modes of thinking.
The separate braids of this essay entail the scientific pursuits of Alan Turing (the father of
modern computer science) and those of a junior scientist in an attempt to reconcile models of the
mind with personal relationships. Moving between a lyrical and biographical voice, the piece
explores theories of mind in the context of strained relationships and mental dissolution by
creating a dialogue between scientific thinking and humanity, and ultimately, questions the
blurred line between the two and the repercussions of such theories. This thesis was written with
the intent of refining the writer’s personal and intellectual connection to both creative writing
and scientific background, requiring an intimate integration of the two in order to explore how
binary thinking informs our presence in the world, as well as how we can reconcile such a
phenomenon.
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Cipher – n: an algorithm for performing encryption or decryption—a series of well-defined steps
that can be followed as procedure
--The grass is as green as I will ever see, and I am as safe as I will ever be. The edge of the
grass, lined by concrete, is a sprawling ridge across a mile or so, all of it a damp shade of grey
doused by the Pacific. This will always make me curious. Sand will confuse me in the future.
The cusp of the ocean—the start of all things—belongs at the end of the grass, the hill of the
cove.
My dad takes me here every morning. He shakes my little body at 6 a.m., waving loaves
of bread in my face, telling me that no one will feed the fish unless we do. We need to feed the
fish. I need to put on my dress and shoes and run down the cove or the fish will starve. It makes
my mom angry—our frenzied duty to feed the fish with our dinner loaves. But she knows that he
loves it here. Guam is his equivalency, land that mimics his home in the Philippines, an island
away from the mainland. To him, this cove is perfect.
It makes me feel purposeful. Me—the feeder of fish. Me and my dad. My dad and me,
here, at the start of the ocean, awake before the island comes to life. My dad tells me that the
ocean never sleeps. He tells me that it is his favorite part of the day, spending time with me and
our fish. They jump at the concrete where my small hands sprinkle bread crumbs, and I giggle,
feeling the slime and water lapse against my skin. I never stop to think about the grossness of it
all, the sheer strangeness of life on this island, of waking up to feed the fish. It is a rhythm that I
hope to have forever—my dad, happy, starting the day with me.
Months later, there will be a typhoon. It will destroy my school. I will catch the storm’s
water in buckets placed on the carpet of our condominium. My parents will turn it into a game:
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Stay away from the glass, fill the buckets. It becomes my favorite game, because I always win.
The buckets will fill and overflow, and my little legs will sprint to dump and fill, dump and fill,
dump and fill. But we will be safe behind the steel-shattered windows, huddled in the kitchen
with canned goods. I will miss the fish. My mom will convince my dad that we cannot stay here,
that the island isn’t meant for New Yorkers, for accountants and scientists, for their children. We
will leave. My dad will never wake up at 6 a.m. again.
--When Alan Turing woke on March 31, 1952, he was facing trial in the United Kingdom
for gross indecency. Turing had been sustaining a relationship with a man named Arnold
Murray. Turing plead guilty to the homosexual relationship, considered a criminal offense under
Section 11 of the UK’s Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885. Choosing hormonal treatment
over imprisonment, biographers tell us, he was found dead five years later, a half-eaten apple
beside him—suicide by cyanide poisoning.
Now dubbed the father of computer science, Alan Turing defined the trajectory of
computational modeling, thinking, and being. Computation was a phenomenon of his time, as
scientists began to discern a mechanistic design underlying life itself. An enigma to be tinkered
with and perhaps discovered, the notion of a sentient computer was lofty science fiction for
scientists, who gained prowess over other academic fields in the computational chase. Turing
was one such scientist. The Turing Machine—the link between computational theory and
computational actuality—served as a seminal invention towards the hunt for computer sentience,
a dream that inspired a forthcoming exponential surge of similar experiments tracing
computational theories: To what extent is human life culpable to an algorithmic model? To what
degree are we machine?
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The emergence of computational modeling was defined by such ambition. Like the
seemingly expansive models and equations they laid forth, scientists placed an infinite
framework beneath the behavior and being of humankind. Constant improvement upon studies—
the revision of the Turing Machine, the creation of artificial intelligence, the inception of
iterative formulas to describe biological functions—made computational science a validated
field, and perhaps one of the most revered in the scientific realm.
This upward shoot, inapplicable to any other scientific field of study, brought upon the
Computational Theory of Mind, which aims to solve the giant question on everyone’s mind:
What makes us human? This theory—and its underlying concepts—structures the mind as an
input-output machinery. One keystone of this theory is the hypothesis of massive modularity,
which theorizes that, rather than maintenance of domain-general facilities that broadly facilitate
neural processes, the human mind is dominated by specific modular structures that are
encapsulated from other functions. The implication of such theories means that scientists can
break down the mind into modules, analogous to the bits and pieces that comprise machinery.
This is the chase now—finding a computer that fits us. Or, perhaps, making us fit the computer.
--Life begins at 9 a.m. It’s like clockwork, even with the 8:47 a.m. coffee. I like my times
to be precise, setting alarms at intervals of three minutes prior to the hour or half-hour. 7:27.
8:57. Seven minute intervals when the day feels malleable. 6:23. The program works, and I
always have exact minutes before I throw one leg off the bed. Strategy. Mechanism. That’s how
I handle time.
Science handles time in a similar way. I stare at brain scans for a living, zooming into the
milliseconds and zooming out to the hours in a quest to define gray matter morphometry and
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white matter hyperintensity. These words are vague. Morphometry. Hyperintensity. I wonder if
anyone really knows what they mean, but the ambiguity urges us to be precise with time, always
understanding when the digit in the thousandths spot is negligible or a matter between wrong or
right. Time is even more crucial in the electrophysiology lab, where we dissect flies and measure
electrical impulses in response to perceptual stimuli. Plot the results. Voltage versus time.
Millivolts versus milliseconds. It takes practice, working within the increments that we zoom by
in quotidian moments. Every student in the lab becomes hyper-aware of just how much the
milliseconds matter.
Somewhere along the bigger time scale, I fell in love with science. My dad, a physician,
could have influenced this, leaving books on the wonders of the brain strewn along our shelves,
home to likewise daunting volumes on chess, physics, and men and their theories. Norman
Geshwind’s theories on cerebral lateralization as a lullaby. I loved them all. I chose a
neuroscience major. I joined an electrophysiology teaching lab to measure the electrical
properties of biological structures. I learned from my textbooks and teachers that everything that
I am is electrical and chemical in nature, as they say, and that this is the result of myriad valencecharged molecules swerving around the elliptical orbits of their cores. These molecules bob
around—simple Brownian motion—and collide to form structure out of discontinuity. And
thanks to this randomness, I have life. At the most basic and most easily definable level, I have
life. Electrophysiology teaches me that this is something that I can measure.
Measurements enthrall us. Quantification is an adventure to science, with the recent yet
ever-escalating advent of computational modeling signaling an era of the mechanized being. The
access to and ambition of computational modeling makes life a model waiting for awaiting
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realization. To some scientists, this is a no brainer: If we are electric in nature, then we can be
modeled as electricity—complete with current, circuitry, and discrete units of charge.
“Discrete units.” Now there’s a dangerous phrase. The notion of discreteness—finite and
countable values—is a lure to quantify, model, and mechanize. It’s why we build robots,
machines, and bridges between disparate, isolated points. Correlations between vitality and
conjunctions of metal and wheels grow stronger, with new buttons to push and shiny tools to do
so. We can poke at bigger things now. Such computational modeling has foraged into a grand
human quest: modeling the mind. It’s the popular approach, structuring the mind as input-output
machinery. The Brain Initiative, a large-scale proposal announced by the Obama administration
in 2013, is arguably one of today’s greatest scientific challenges, inviting scientists worldwide to
embark on $300 million dollars’ worth of studies on the brain. A major core of the Initiative, as
outlined in its goals, is to form models and mappings of the mind. Finding the inputs that derive
the outputs is a laudable job.
It’s a plausible job, too. Researchers such as MIT’s Ray Kurzweil and his futurist kin
foresee a not-so-far future in which artificial intelligence is truly created, designated by a
machine passing the Turing Test. We’re getting better at blurring the lines between natural and
artificial mechanism. Sure, “artificial” signifies being made by man. Easy definition. But if an
equation can describe, model, and predict something natural, then what have we stripped away
from a natural form? Is nature that obtuse, after all these billions of years? Perhaps our bodies
aren’t as impermeable as we believe.
Computation permeates us. We are marked into time by an era of successful models and
algorithms, our page in history dog-eared due to successful integrations of mathematical thinking
and biological being. The evolution into a mechanistic, post-human society is no longer
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exclusive to science and technology—it’s in us, our trajectory in this lifetime, and the way we
move in the world. To what degree is the present state of humanity an algorithm, tried and true?
The plausibility of this question—of the patterns that underlie our action—invites us to
investigate the trajectory we walk, the dots that we trace unwittingly.
This is all I hear and see, the dots beneath me, as I sip on my house blend, watching the
T2 flare images float on one of the lab’s large computer screens. This is my pattern. Waking up
at 7:27 a.m., 8:47 a.m. coffee, 9:00 a.m. saunter into work to transform algorithms to fit a human
brain into a template. I call my boyfriend at 11:57 p.m. at the end of the day to hear him yell.
Missed call from my dad at 9 p.m. Sleep.
--For, of course, the body is a machine. It is a vastly complex
machine, many, many times more complicated than any machine
ever made with hands; but still after all a machine.
-Brewster, Natural Wonders (1939)

On June 23, 1912, Alan Mathison Turing was born to Julius Turing and Ethel Stoney in a
nursing home in a small city braced against the sea winds of the English Channel in Britain.
Julius worked for the Indian Civil Service, and Ethel always followed, leaving Alan and his
brother, John, in a transit between seasonal English homes and schools. Turing’s childhood was
largely absent of his parents, and he and his brother were raised by a Mrs. Ward, who wrote
loyally to the Turings on the growing precociousness of the boys. Alan taught himself how to
read; yet, he was no bookworm, but rather, grew a penchant for figures. An average student, he
was more concerned with the validity of the educational system presented to him. A Mr.
Blenkins introduced Alan to elementary algebra, but he was unimpressed. Alan would later tell
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John, his younger brother, of Mr. Blenkins’ mathematical teachings: “He gave a quite false
impression of what is meant by x.” Such false impressions of figures and models became the
liminal space of his mind’s wanderings—what could x come to mean? What could x become?
Science was a clear path for him, and Mrs. Ward would later write to the Turings that young boy
was interested in becoming a doctor. He would not become a doctor.
The scientific field was rampant with uncertainty: new technologies, new rising
scientists, and new approaches to studying the mind. Science was for the taking of the world’s
youth, who were encouraged to pursue scientific studies. In 1922, Alan was bestowed a fatealtering present: a small book published in 1912, titled Natural Wonders Every Child Should
Know by E.T. Brewster. Brewster, when questioned upon his intentions of writing the book,
stated that beyond introducing young thinkers to scientific findings, wanted to challenge them to
ask the questions even Ph.D.-holders could not illuminate: “What have I in common with other
living things, and how do I differ from them? By what process of becoming did I myself finally
appear in this world?” These questions became imbrued in the young Alan, who became further
enraptured with the book’s more modernized aspects. Despite its title classification as “natural,”
the book strayed from naturalistic thinking—Brewster proposed that there was reason underlying
the structures of the world, but negated religion and God. So Alan became obsessed with the
contents of Natural Wonders: “Long passages explained why little boys liked throwing things
and little girls liked babies, and derived from the pattern of the living world the ideal of a Daddy
to go out to work at the office and a Mama to stay at home” (Brewster). Even more modern was
Brewster’s proposition that living things are, in fact, machine. Yet, there was still no mention of
a higher power, but an illusion to some strange ticking interface within beings that defined the
way things came to be.
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It was rumored that while other boys were preoccupied with chasing girls and playing
catch, Alan would stare at the daisies at Sherborne, his classics-focused independent school,
writing to his parents about his distaste for lack of scientific inclination of the school’s education
and the boys in his class, wondering about how “it looked as though the daisy knew what do,” as
if by some machinery. He wondered if he operated the same way, for he couldn’t find any other
way that it could be. He was struggling in school, his dreams of tinkering taking over. Becoming
a doctor was out of the question as his marks hovered at mediocre. But in the small light of his
room, he began inventing machines.
--When I close my eyes, I see Guam.
When I was younger, my parents told me to meditate. I sat in the middle of our sparsely
decorated living room, Indian-cross-legged with a cushy large pillow beneath me. Each time, I
closed my eyes and told my mom to update me on when my ten minutes of tranquil reflection
had passed. And every time, like clockwork, I’d ask her if time was up two minutes later. I never
made it to ten minutes.
Maybe it feels different because I’m always caffeinated. I drink my coffee black, hitting
an inevitable crash around 4 p.m. after sipping down multiple cups throughout the course of my
days. I like the vision of the world as it is: bitter cities running on bitter coffee. It’s an
unromantic image, but the thought of people fueled for productivity nearly inspires me. Even in
my bedroom, quiet and eyes closed, I want to be part of that sprawl. I want to be doing
something. Idleness isn’t my friend.
Attempts to meditate make me feel guilty. Having grown up in Guam, an island floating
in the remote reaches of the Pacific Ocean, tranquility shouldn’t be such a stranger. Some people
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are unlucky enough to have never seen nature as it is on Guam, the perfect clear-skied mental
backdrop for meditation, and yet disposable Kodak photos of that sky are plastered on my wall.
I see them when I pop my energy pills in the morning. I rotate them, coffee mug in hand,
on a routine. Three film strips per two photos.
That island was what caused the rift between my parents. My father loved Guam. A
frenzied doctor with mounds of responsibility, he loved the free-flowing lifestyle of the island. It
simplified him. It brought him peace beyond his profession. But the immobility of the island
worried my mother, who had immigrated first to New York City and seen the possibilities in city
life. She’d worked in a skyscraper, and fell in love with the blurry bustle of grey and navy-blue
beneath her office window. She wanted possibilities for her children and for herself; she didn’t
leave the Philippines to be stuck on another island.
She made my father quit his job and move to America’s mainland.
Sometimes I wish that we’d stayed. Dealt with separation from the mainland rather than
the separation among ourselves.
Eyes closed in my attempts to find calm, these thoughts resonate for minutes. My body is
forever tense, immune to the resting state of meditation, but the remaining time passes more
quickly than the initial buildup. The timer goes off. It’s the same timer that I use to wake myself
up at 6:47 every morning. The uneven increments of time comfort me more than the resonating
images of the island. I know I have the option to continue meditating, continue wondering about
Guam, my parents, and how many miles away it all is, but I shut the timer off and move on with
the day.
--“There is of course no such theorem, and this is very fortunate, since
if there were we should have a mechanical set of rules for the
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solution of all mathematical problems, and our activities as
mathematicians would come to an end.”
-Hodges, The Enigma (1983)

Science brought Alan a friend. Christopher Morcom was an older student at Sherborne,
and like Alan, he was infatuated with Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity, Newton’s axioms,
and a hobby of calculating pi to thirty-six decimal places and beyond. However, reverence for
scientific studies at Sherborne waned in comparison to the ever-present emphasis on classics,
forcing—perhaps conveniently—students like Alan and Chris to discuss their work in private
study late at night. The duo travelled the scientific spectrum in collaboration, creating junior
studies on physical chemistry, astronomy, and quantum theory. Yet no study overshadowed their
bond, formed between experiments and letters, which brought Alan “a heightened awareness, as
of brilliant colour bursting upon a black and white world,” according to Hodges’ biographical
book. As college approached, the two were faced with the potential of diverging to separate
schools. They spent their last periods together haphazardly tracing a comet, which in January of
1930 sped through the Delphinus constellation in the northern sky. Alan was watching the sky
again in February that year when Chris fell ill in the middle of the night. He died six days later.
The death of Chris eradicated Alan’s sense of belief in any aspect of the world that could
be deemed non-mechanical. Unbeknownst to Alan, Chris’s life was inclined to end early, having
contracted bovine tuberculosis from milk in his youth. The doctors described it to Alan as a
pattern, an unstoppable force that dictated any hope for Chris’ future. Alan recognized the
pattern. This was where any remnants of Turing’s religious tendencies were derailed. The world
to Turing was now mere materialism: cold, hard atoms buzzing along an algorithm.
Though the adherence to a materialistic view strained Alan’s personal and mental
welfare, it proved productive for his transition into college at Kings College, Cambridge, which
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served as a hub of scientific and mathematic studies of the time. Alan was thrilled to engage in a
community that promoted both “pure” and “applied” mathematics. However, while “applied”
mathematics was seen as the budding field, allowing math to interface with physics in a
fundamental and theoretical manner, Alan found solace in “pure” math—focusing on logical
deduction and immaterial variables—to “stand against the disappointments of the world”
(Hodges 61). He carried through his studies at Cambridge with a sullen depression and a list of
prestigious university honors. Cambridge served as comfort, coddling him from the outside
world.
But, like others in the field, he realized that Europe was a limited lens into the academic
world, and he moved to Princeton to obtain his Ph.D. Dissertation season came about quickly,
and a lecture from a Cambridge professor, David Hilbert, resurfaced in Turing’s thoughts. The
lecture had been on Godel’s 1931 theorem on the limitations upon proofs and computation.
Godel’s results posited that mathematics were inherently incomplete: There existed problems
that could be neither proven nor disproven. It further defined the logical operations that defined
arithmetical problems, effectively creating a set of rules to define arbitrary limits to math’s
decidability and consistency. Yet, the template offered by Godel displeased many theorists, who
argued that such a theorem could never exist, for its ascertained limits served to limit itself. But
Turing thought of machines: how they operated like math, how math was underwritten by
patterns, and how a machine could perform these patterns.
Even as a dreamer of machines, Alan could have never dreamt any impression of the
success of his actual Turing machine. Seeking to ameliorate Godel’s theorem, Turing devised a
hypothetical device that would operate and solve the mechanical processes that applied to
mathematical problems. The machine would be a pattern-recognizer, working under a set of
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binary rules that could transcend myriad problems. Machines and symbol recognition weren’t
novel applications—typewriters and similar devices existed, though no machine could serve as a
capable model for the abstract questions that concrete mathematics attempted to solve. So Turing
built his machine, inspired by the simple symbol-reading that defined the nature of typewriters—
however, unlike the limited typewriter, Turing’s machine didn’t need a finger to encode its
results. His machine would be able to read on its own, void of human imagination, interference,
or intelligence.
By configuring the machine with a set of preset behaviors, Turing’s contraption was able
to make decisions about various presented problems. What symbol came next? Which
configuration was appropriate? The abilities of each machine were definable by tables, which,
abstractly, represented the minds of the machines—or their makers—themselves. The
possibilities delineated for each machine only broadened the potential written into the next table,
and soon, Turing realized that his machines were doing more than sums: They were multiplying,
recognizing, and in a sense, thinking. The machines were thinking, computing, and the scientific
community realized that the idea of the modern computer was no longer a dream.
The initial hypothetical nature of these machines—still far from realization—became
Turing’s dissertation, which effectively simplified Godel’s theorems on the limits of
computation, as the machines met an impasse at problems that were not presented as algorithm.
In short, the machines identified problems that were, by mechanical process, unsolvable. His
paper discussed everything that was expected by mathematician reviewers: how his machines
approached typical encounters in mathematics, how potential extensions would allow them to
embark on more complex problems, how it was able to percolate theorem after theorem. But the
paper diverged into a realm unusual to mathematics: the human mind. As discontent as Turing
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was with the machine’s rudimentary nature, he was more disquieted by its implications towards
modeling the way humans remember, think, and feel. Could humans be computers, too? Boldly,
he supposed that human ‘states of mind’ were quantifiable variables that had the potential to be
translated into binary form, computable by some form of advanced machinery according to a
pre-ordained ‘definitive method.’ It was an adventurous paper, and he knew it. And being the
man he was, he concluded with certainty: “We may now construct such a machine.”
--Input: Argyle sweaters. Medium gestures. American dinners with your grandparents. The
first white calla lily at my doorstep. The hole your hand puts through my bedroom door. The
numbers you trace onto my back during class in high school. The letters you send, following me
into college and what I hope is the beyond. Eyes, which you swear are brown. Eyes, which I
know are green, a decision made over hours of analysis. The doorstep, where it starts. The
rooftop, as it ends. The grid, our perpetual in-between. The grid, where you recursively fail to
find me, forgetting that you have found me before.
Output: The rooftop is closed, shrouded by pillars and chimneys that obscure any hope of
seeing the night sky. I sit here anyway as you call me, because the thing we have become isn’t
something I can feel indoors. The output lasts months, flinching and unflinching, and I wonder
which hours outweigh the other. I know the answer. We both know, our logic prevailing, yet we
tread on, eyes wide and voices heavy, echoing against the rooftop pillars.
--A neuroimager by trade, I find my scientific skills squandered by the Sarcophaga bullata.
My one hundred pounds grimace against its 7-15 millimeters in length. The electrophysiology
teaching lab gives me more trouble than my scholarship-padded-ego likes to admit, as—unable
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to complete the experiments during the allotted two hours and fifty minutes—I require a special
key into the campus’ tallest building so that I can conduct experiments late at night. The
instructor keeps a night-vision camera on the lab to monitor students like me, who fail and
fumble with flies during the actual class. Students like me, who find solace in the loneliness of
the late night fly lab.
10:47 p.m. Everyone I know is watching TV, driving back, doing something. Not
skewering S. bullata with microelectrodes and rubbing fly wax off of their fingers. The flies are
housed in a makeshift plastic container, secured only with a wrapped set of pantyhose to slide
our gloved hands through. Some kids don’t even wear gloves. I slide my hand in, my arm
constricted by the tight hose, and wiggle my hand inside the container to attract a fly. The flies
are eating, copulating, lying dead on the ground. The living are getting better at playing dead.
Some trial and error, and I catch a fly, and its translucent wings exert a rhythmic buzz against my
fingers. I force the fly into a small tube—a pipet-head—as its appendages continue to struggle
against the compression, but eventually it is waxed down, restricted, and near death. Two pumps
of physiological saline solution will keep it alive long enough for dissection.
We train for these experiments during daytime lectures, which range in sufficiency from
student to student. The Flytality chart on the board tracks the number of flies killed in human
vain for our tri-weekly studies—half of the tallies come from me and my fuck ups. The instructor
of the lab, Charles Higgins, a former Caltech researcher and self-proclaimed fiction writer,
demonstrates the tasks himself before he lets us lose. Dr. Higgins speaks like someone who has a
Ph.D. He pauses and nods briefly after every question or comment, ready with a rebuttal on how
science actually works. What true experimentation is. On how, in his opinion, circuits and
equations are valid reductions of the life we try to study.
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“Scanning brains isn’t true science,” he states during a discussion on my research in
neuroimaging, “you need to manipulate and model in order to call yourself a scientist.” I nod.
He projects the experiments in action onto an HD-screen hovering above the labroom, a
cramped square funded by corporate donors. Here, we learn where each electrode and scalpel
goes. The procedure isn’t very taxing. Students aren’t idiots. The HD projection is more for
speculation, as the fly’s spasms are magnified for our pleasure. We sit back, relax, and watch as
Dr. Higgins pushes the fly’s head forward—as close to decapitation as possible—so that the
hundred-dollar tweezers can pluck into the ventral nerve cord. We can yank out structures for
fun. As I watch the fly lose its left eye, I eat a honey whole wheat bagel. A student asks me to
share food as the class begins to distribute voltage to the fly, and I rip off a piece of my bagel.
Today’s mock experiment: How much electric current can the S. bullata handle? The students
snicker collectively as the fly vomits in shock of the five millimeter scalpel cutting into its
esophagus. They eat lunch as they stare at its death and laugh as it fails to survive our
experiment. But I am haunted by its newly blackened exoskeleton, once a shiny dark grey over
the fluid and shimmering blue cords and nerves within.
I find myself leaving the lab early, squatting alone in the hallway to read books and
neglect the ongoing experiments. There are only five dissection stations for over twenty students.
Most kids fight over the microscopes. I’m in no rush. In realization of the lab’s shortages, Dr.
Higgins gives certain students keys to the lab at night. I’m one of them, and I start to use the lab
as solace. Ignore my dad’s calls. Ignore my boyfriend’s texts. Both are routine check-ups, and
modeling the flies has a small significance that takes precedence. Despite Dr. Higgins’
hypotheses, the flies are proving to be unpredictable. It is worth investigation.
---
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My dad hates the number four.
He refuses to believe that he has obsessive compulsive disorder, but he does. Page four
ripped out of our encyclopedias. Four after the dollar sign ripped out of the forty two dollar gas
receipt. Four on the insurance bills, four on the birthday cards, four for the sake of four being
gone. It is an undiagnosed compulsion, this obsession with numbers, because he doesn’t need to
see a psychiatrist, he says. He’s a doctor, he reminds us.
I think that he was born on July 17, 1956. The grey hair concedes.
The grey doesn’t match the man I hear about in what feel like fairy tales or illusory
memories of a prior life. The tales and memories are colorful, like the islands he hails from. A
joker, a science fiend, an aspiring comedian, whose humor was too quirky and offbeat to sustain
the crowds of his time.
He was born and raised in the Philippines. The Torres then were a big family: ten
brothers and sisters, all birthed from one woman. She was the dean of the nation’s most
prestigious pharmacy school; his dad, a lawyer. Success was in the Torre blood and emblazoned
on the Torre crest—a rook, the corner castle piece of chess boards. Despite the trend of prefixes
before the Torre name, my dad claims that he was an average student.
“Not very bright; pretty dumb, actually,” he’d say when I was little. I would giggle in
disbelief as he would continue to tell me tales of his experiences in science. I wore the same shirt
to sleep for years when I was that young. A white cotton t-shirt with a stick figure of a girl
wearing glasses, a printed screen beneath the phrase “Smart Like Daddy.”
And smart he was, as he grew from the shadows of his brothers and sisters—chemical
engineers and chess grandmasters—to become a young neuroscientist.
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My favorite bedtime question to ask him was always about why he chose to become a
doctor. It was never a fascinating response—“I just really liked biology; I was bad at everything
else in my classes”—but it was his humility in the response that enthralled me. Like the scientists
he so often quoted, his feelings towards science were never a notch below fanatical. Even for
him, a thoroughbred Catholic, scientific pursuit squandered his family’s tales of Genesis and
Noah’s flood. He was tied into the mechanisms, the underlying, the quantifiable microcosm of
the world.
Following his scientific studies, he did what everyone else strived to do: move to
America. America didn’t want neurologists. He would have to wait years to leave the island for
America if he followed his dream to work in neuroscience. He chose a pediatric residency and
promptly flew to New York City.
In New York City, he landed a residency at Mount Sinai. A great gig. He met my mother.
A great fate. They were happy: Their income (a doctor-in-training and an accountant in the city)
allowed two fresh immigrants to wander the East Coast, and to marry and have a child. I was
born in Queens in 1992. They quickly relocated to Guam, where my father obtained his first job.
He loved Guam. His job was perfection to him. The island was a life beyond the rhythm of the
city, a dot on the map that transcended a mechanistic way of life. But Guam was small. On his
paycheck alone, he allotted $10,000 a year to send his children to the best school on the island.
The school was destroyed by a Typhoon. We moved to Texas, where the landlocked and
suburban state of things urged him to stay in a motel for a year. And so we slept on a pull-out
couch.
--Dip the apple in the brew
Let the Sleeping Death seep through
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-Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, Disney (1938)

Turing’s paper, titled Computable Numbers, gained publicity in the scientific community.
Turing found himself a commodity for employment as he neared graduation from Princeton,
though it was not academia that sought his talents—it was the government. The still-hypothetical
Turing machine, a marvel of codes and ciphers, presented unique avenues for cryptology, which
Turing himself suspected to be of concern to Her Majesty’s Government. The government’s
Government Code and Cypher School (GC and CS), a department that conducted the technical
work necessary for national cryptology needs, experienced a productivity surge following the
First World War. However, looming in rumor was the continuation of German threat in machine
form: the Enigma.
Aside from one successful strike in 1937, the GC and CS—powerful as it was in its
decoding prowess—was unable to breach the Enigma, which the Germans fashioned impervious
to attack with modification after modification. Yet the team of classicists believed that the
Enigma could be solved, should only a mathematician join ship in the event of war. Turing
sensed that war was impending when he returned to Cambridge in 1938, even as he tried to wrap
himself in the new fantasy of Walt Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, which
reminded him of the whimsical nature of the world that first lured him towards science. But, like
the rest of the world, he could no longer hide away in scientific fantasies, theoretical machines,
and beautifully abstract theorems. The algorithms were very much real, very much tangible, and
his intelligence was entrusted with state secrets, which brewed significant hope for his homeland.
When he heard Prime Minister Chamberlain’s announcement, he reported the next
morning to the GC and CS, which had now recruited nine other men of science and math to the
cryptanalytic staff. The ciphers of the time were non-complex, operating via modular addition—
addition without carrying—but Alan suspected that the Germans had implemented extraneous
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protection in the establishment of a network of rules, rather than encryption for each lone
message. Thus, the Enigma, like all good cryptology, was a mechanical process, reminiscent to
Alan of his dream of a universal Turing machine. However, it took little time for himself and a
team to discover that the Enigma was no such complexity; rather, it was an amalgamation of
electrical machinery that allowed its messages to be encoded in specific wiring sequences. To the
author of Computable Numbers, the application of automated processes was obvious in the
messages transmitted by the Enigma. Obsessed with the mathematical theory behind such
wartime machinery, he sought to embody more advanced processing in a British machine: the
Bombe, which aided British intelligence in decrypting German machine messages.
Mrs. Turing was unaware of her son’s responsibilities. He played up the role of the
genius son—aloof, non-responsive, emotionally unavailable. Making sure not to worry his
mother, he spent weekends reciting Christmas prayers and practicing a straight faced response to
religious comments. Typically honest in the face of any crowd, Alan was certain to deceive his
family about his waning religious belief and affinity to the homosexual community. As far as the
Turings were concerned, he was a straight, religious man, and life was fine.
Meanwhile, the projects on Turing’s desk grew. His machine, the Enigma, the
computations within the human mind, the availability of new gears and wheels, new theories in
ordinal logic, the world at the brink of war. He sensed a connection—but the lines in-between
were no longer mere math nor science. Here existed an unnamed abstraction, something
intangible interlacing all the variables. But, like a mathematician, he pinned it down to logic, and
resolved that he would figure it out.
--Our father, who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name...
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I hate these things. Prayer groups. Hours long, strangers chanting, incessant time spent on
my knees. We’re only at the start, the Our Father. Thirty minute novena. Then more praying,
more extraneous vows and passages. I don’t hate religion, but I hate these. My dad makes us do
them.
Give us this day our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses…
His eyes are closed. I can hear him muttering, always five to seven syllables behind
everyone else. He always throws in extra prayers, new recitals that the Pope or local priest
suggests he ad. Things he finds in his brown leather pocketbook. I’m sure my mom would take it
away if she could.
For Thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory…
I hear myself quietly say the words. My dad glances over and now and then when he
hears my voice grow louder—he has a proud look on his face. He thinks I like it. He thinks I’ll
be able to lead them one day. Not quite.
Amen.
Which bead am I on again?
Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with Thee…
Second bead. Simple switch. I should know better. I should always know better. But I
always flub words, and yet the years without church attendance or daily worship and I can still
recite everything adequately enough. Quietly enough so that no one notices my mistakes. One
lady—the leader, the one with three dirty Shih Tzu dogs and oriental perfume—nods in approval
when the prayer ends, and I raise my voice to lead the next Holy Mystery.
The Third Sorrowful Mystery: The Crowning with Thorns…
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My dad’s quick glance proves his approval. His daughter, leading the Third Sorrowful
Mystery. His daughter, praying the rosary by her own will. My thoughts stray easily. The
chanting doesn’t require much energy on my part. The beads on the rosary are ornate, clear,
beautiful. Sparkling. Even if my voice can’t follow the number of the Hail Mary, my small
fingers gliding along the beads will tell me. The beads tether me to the moment, my mind
shipped into a realm of sex, school, and the other somethings that slip through.
Will these women ask me where I go to church? Because I don’t. I haven’t since I left the
house. My dad isn’t there to make me. I made sure to research the church he took me to. That’s a
sin, right? Keeping myself virtually up to date with the church so that I can lie to my dad about
going?
Blessed art Thou amongst women, and blessed is the fruit of Thy womb Jesus….
I never need to research the Rosary, though. It’s a pattern. I learned it when I was young.
Catholic school makes sure you learn it. I got a B+ in fourth grade religion because I was “overly
inquisitive.” I didn’t mind. The Rosary was easy enough, at least at the basic level. It was simply
a matter of pattern.
Pause.
Fuck.
What comes next?
…blessed is the fruit of Thy womb Jesus….
My dad glares at me. I’ve forgotten the next phrase. It’s only a quick second. But he
knows that I’ve forgotten. The women will assume that I’m just flustered—“Isn’t she always like
that?” He coaches me into the next phrase.
Holy Mary, mother of God, pray for us sinners…
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He’ll talk to me about this later. This is a pattern I know well.
…now and at the hour of our deaths, Amen.
--“The world had learned to think big, and so had he.”
“The thesis was that ‘mind’ or psychology could properly be
described in terms of Turing machines because they both lay on the
same level of description of the world, that of discrete logical
systems.”
- Hodges, The Enigma (1983)

It soon became necessary for Turing to develop a peacetime plan. Lecturing,
professorship, and the final phase of his fellowship at Cambridge were logical career steps. But
the war had transformed his intellectual pursuits, which expanded alongside the scope of war.
“To build a brain”—this was what he assured his colleagues the great Alan Turing would embark
upon next.
The timing was ideal. Though not yet definable by the modern concept of
interdisciplinary thinking, science was becoming an intermeshing of philosophy, psychology,
and physical studies, and researchers drew upon Turing’s seemingly outlandish purports in
Computable Numbers. The Austrian Schrodinger was conducting a lecture series—entitled
“What is Life?”—under the surmise that the life-force underlying all living organisms, even the
complex human being, was written into molecular patterns. Additionally, a pair of Chicagobased neurologists were engrossed with Turing’s paper, and began to tinker with the idea of
joining physiology with Turing’s work on logical machines. Turing began to read up on
neurology and settled his conclusion: “There was nothing sacred about the brain.”
Turing’s concept of the brain remained parallel to his initial hypothesis of “states of
mind” as congruent to “states of machinery.” Notably, his model disregarded physics and
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chemistry, operating under the assumption of finite symbol sets and discrete states—it was only
the logic that mattered. Anything else that followed was merely an outcome of the logic that
penned the system. Turing knew that his physiological knowledge was lacking, still entertaining
remnants of Natural Wonders from his childhood, but he remained steadfast in the implications
of his model, which he hoped would serve to transcend, rather than reduce. To him, the line
between the mechanical and the intelligent was nonexistent.
Made capable by his experiences in theory and mechanism during the war, the dream of
machine was finally realizable. In 1944, his mother heard him discussing the machine in
excitement, anticipating the “service such a [universal] machine might render to psychology in
the study of the human brain.” Some details were still forthcoming: The size of the machine was
inconclusively mighty in theory, and Turing had assumed the “tape” upon which the numerical
instructions processed by the machine was infinite. Yet the limited space inherent to a physical,
practical machine did not phase Turing, who still believed the human psyche to be of finite
behaviors. In a small hut at a remote location of British Signals Intelligence, Turing and his
assistant realized that while no infinite tape was feasible, the ability to store instructional
information was a possibility. Thus, the computer was conceived.
--How little you know despite the wires.
When I dissect the flies, they are circuits in series with the power supply. They are easy
to electrocute. Like so many things—hard to do, easy to measure. I am frustrated by the ease.
The knowledge of what confounds and what is but theory. The way we study for the sake of
study and the way I stay with the flies at night instead of people.
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If you knew me, you would be concerned. You would notice the non-innocuous amounts
of coffee, the five alarms set to wake myself up, the tense current between him and me, and me,
your daughter, who wonders why you and I both drink coffee alone at nine p.m. You in the dark
backyard in Phoenix, me on the silent roof in Tucson. Tucson, this college town, where the only
quiet is the rooftop.
How distanced we are within this grid.
In a circuit, charge builds up against the walls of a capacitor. Between the capacitor itself:
space. How have we let this machine tug us so? Why don’t you speak to her about anything but
jargon and work and dollar signs? Why don’t I tell him that I want to drain the charge? Why do
we need our coffee and our numbers and our space?
How I sense that there is safety beyond the wires.
How I stay tethered, anyway.
200 miles away, I know that we are awake at the same times, dying to unplug.
--“Not until a machine can write a sonnet or compose a concerto
because of thoughts and emotions felt, and not by the chance fall of
symbols, could we agree that machine equals brain.”
-Sir Geoffrey Jefferson, The Mind of Mechanical Man (1949)

Even into his mid-thirties, Alan was described as “schoolboyish,” a correlate to his
“shaggy, dog-eared, larger-than-life appearance,” as described by biographers, and a testament to
his underlying youthful nature despite the growing immensity of his scientific pursuits. Now into
the late 1940’s, Alan recognized that the interests of his field were shifting towards his interests
along the abstract and theoretical spectrum. He moved deeper and deeper into such projects—the
Automatic Computing Machine (ACE), the Manchester Mark 1, and advances in cybernetics—
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and consequently deeper into the symbolic mathematical world, a formalist method that
approached science like a chess game—pure strategy with no adherence to the real world. Yet,
this pleased Alan, whose dream of an intelligent machine were delving beyond dream itself and
into physical manifestation.
1950 brought upon a seminal paper for Turing: “Computing machinery and intelligence,”
published during his time at University of Manchester. The paper, which appeared in the October
edition of the scientific journal Mind, was one of the first to make an explicit nod towards
artificial intelligence and its related problems. Not dissimilar to his earlier papers, his work
leading up to the paper was preoccupied with the notion of modeling the brain as a discrete state
machine, or a machinery with a finite state of sets. The idea of the human brain as discrete
machinery was not so easily accepted amongst the neurological community. Renowned
neurosurgeon Sir Geoffrey Jefferson delivered a 1949 talk entitled The Mind of Mechanical Man,
using both medical and logical cards to refute Turing’s theories. Utilizing his medical
background and preoccupation with biological sex, he asserted that any non-biological entity was
incapable of feeling true life. Jefferson would later become one of Great Britain’s leading
proponents of frontal lobotomy.
Nonplussed by critics, Turing’s paper and ideas gained notoriety. His ideas—far-fetched,
large conjectures—were as undeniable in uniqueness as they were easily disagreeable. Even in
his most public talks, he was unafraid to claim that he foresaw human beings being fully
integrated in society with their computers, that he envisioned a future in which women would
tote not only purses, but a personal computer. The audiences would laugh, and perhaps he would
laugh along, a sense of certainty in his throat.
---
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Paka.
Pah-kah.
That is what they name it. That is what we repeat in school, before we depart for an
extended winter break, in hushed tones after the Pledge of Allegiance. It is the subject matter as
we are lectured on canned goods, metal shutters, and how this is what life on an island is like.
Pah-kah, my small mouth whispers as I try to define the wind that howls beyond the
windows. Our view is the Pacific, which you tell me is ever-changing, immense, and
immeasurable. Young as I am, you teach me about things that are non-subject to science. The
intermittent roar and lull of the ocean, the way the water feels different on my foot every
morning on the shore. The number of fish jumping at our hands—ever-changing and unsteady
despite our ritual.
Steady is what we will come to be, lulled into the sway of bigger storms.
Pah-kah, she tells you, when you ask her why me must leave the island. Pah-kah, you will
tell your future coworkers in America, when they ask you what brought you here. Pah-kah, we
will mumble together, feet planted in our desert house, as we try to isolate a variable that equates
to the now.
The then to now, a linear stretch of watching you grow old. One day, I lose my two front
teeth, and you hold me close and promise that the Tooth Fairy will come to leave me a present.
You remind me to imagine, to play, to be. One day, I lose my virginity, and I am accustomed to
the post-school-day wish that there was a choice beyond returning to our house, where we will
isolate ourselves behind different white stucco barriers. You will hear me cry, I will hear you
yell, and I don’t think we ever understand why we hear so well, but perhaps we crave the sound
to silence. Then to now—a trajectory we both follow into our research, our science.
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Paka, I say, when he asks me why you and I will never be close again. Paka, I say, as I
see you sit alone in the backyard, a short here to there from my spot on the couch.
--Every summer, my dad requests a week’s vacation off from the clinic for a waking siesta
in Southern California. Most summers, we’re on vacation in San Diego or Anaheim, touring
theme parks and average museums. Playing family. Summer as maintenance. My dad likes it
there—it reminds him of Guam, inspires some feeling a mere step away from Arizona’s
landlocked brown and dull green. The California beaches are neither pure nor pristine, and the
coastline reminds me of existing colors that my mind can no longer recall. I wonder if my dad
remembers the blue or green of Guam, or the way salt-water feels against his skin in the early
morning. Watching him stand alone each summer, waded knee-high into California’s panorama
of the Pacific, I decide that perhaps an inkling remains. The stain of colors in our memories
make us both sad, a silent feeling we’ll share but never say.
On mornings after the beach, I see him at the usual continental breakfast area. We have
the same patterns. Push breakfast until the very last serving minute, 8:59 a.m.
This summer, at a middle-class Marriot, I grab my bagel and oatmeal and find an empty
table outside. It’s nice out. Seventy degrees that I won’t feel until the Arizona winter, void of the
soothe of the salty air. Across the pool, I see the back of my dad, hovering alone over his food.
I should sit next to him.
It’s what daughters do.
I waste minutes deciding what to do. I could sit with my dad, like any other daughter
would, talk over breakfast, go up to the room together. But our talk would be painful. Awkward.
Maybe an argument. I don’t want to chance it. Our conversations follow a trajectory: Attempts to
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re-invoke Geschwind, neuroscience, scientific theories, the eloquence of the earliest scientific
studies. Beautiful, he calls Hodgkin and Huxley’s Nobel Prize winning work on the
mathematical model of the neuronal action potential. A beauty we both appreciate, an awe we
both feel—reminiscent of the way we both stare alone at the ocean—somehow always followed
by a fight. Or worse, silence. I know better than to approach him. Maybe he just wants a peaceful
breakfast undisturbed by his feisty daughter. But I feel dissonant; sitting alone at a table across
from my father, occupying up a four-seater to myself, busy families wading around me, just to
avoid speaking with the man who shares my written codes.
We share those genetics, those wisps of shared moments on Guam, but at such a tangible
distance, I start to think of how little we share. The needles sliding into my navel, septum, and
cartilage. The boys whose names all start with the letter J. The question of whether my scientific
pursuits will satiate the family name.
I carry as much food as my arms can hold and walk back up to the room.
For all I know, it could have been a good conversation.
We could have had many good conversations. But that’s not how things work in this
program, and we both know that. Just as physical laws dictate our professional fields, they
encrypt the small steps I take up the hotel stairs and the small glance he gives me—a knowing
glance, one that tells me to walk away. As far away as I move from him, I realize that we are
stuck. Stuck in a non-retractable modus operandi, where the value of the integer beyond the
equal sign is seemingly predetermined in spite of my best human efforts. X’s and Y’s and 0’s
and 1’s are immutable, I decide.
---
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The ticker-tape is infinite. The tape head slides along, processing the imprinted symbols.
Cell by cell, the tape contains finite sets of symbols that inform the machine on how and which
state to engage. An active cell is scanned, and based upon the input symbol, the machine moves
either left or right with the ability to overwrite the next cell. The machine’s control unit contains
a finite set of states that allow it to compute each action. These are modes that do not change—the
finite nature dictates the way it moves, the symbol that follows. Its capabilities are astounding but
fragmented—erase, halt, find, read, increment, execute. Any change in the current state of the
machine must be done according to a transition rule, and there is a maximum of one transition per
state and input symbol. This is always predetermined.
The machine—simple and elegant—is crowned one of the most representative models of
computation in existence. Turing’s machine, independent of Turing himself, forms the basis for
the impending field of theoretical computer science and, in sequence, questions the implausibility
of intelligent machinery. It is the basis for the modern central processing unit (CPU) of all
computers and his subsequent projects. The Turing Machine works because it is a cipher abiding
by predetermined rules. Its implications never falter, and it is possible that Turing never
understands the immensity of his theory.
--We’re in this mode.
You at my doorstep, me at your whims. Us forever at our end but still in defiance. It is as
done as we say we’re not, and we are the sum we refuse to add.
Instead: variables. Times and numbers and equivalencies over and over. If ____, then
____. All-applicable.
If you love me, then let it stop.
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I tell you that the continuity and the recurrence destroy me. I tell you that I am sensitized
to the patterns but conditioned to stay within. I tell you that I am getting a therapist because the
grid is beginning to terrify me. I tell and tell, but I hear your echo with my father’s voice,
resounding in the grid: I haven’t run out the pattern yet. Time will come.
I’m in this mode.
Wake/sleep, coffee, seven minute intervals, letters on pages and on my tongue, three
minute intervals, integers on the screens and in my blood, sleep/wake, coffee. In-between: We
play the pattern where you are the tangible, the actuality. But now: You are one of the variables.
The 11:57 p.m. The familiarity in the letters that my mind can’t erase.
You at my doorstep, Replay Five. How many loops until we leave this place? Our
relationship is a liminal space, and intermittent glimmer in the grid. You at my doorstep, Replay
Six. If we try, then we will get there. I will get there, we say, the place where the patterns cease
to induce anxiety. You at her party, Replay Seven. I am two hours away, crying on a rooftop,
telling you I can’t be in the loop anymore, because I don’t know where I am within. Rooftop,
when you tell me I am too depressed to be with. I agree, though I say nothing.
I stay in the mode.
Wake/sleep, coffee, seven minute intervals, thirteen minute intervals, twenty-three
minute intervals, my finger gliding to hit snooze. I wonder why I wake up. Coffee.
--In an automata program, the computer cannot make a choice. This is mere theory. The
computer diverges like a parallel circuit because it must. Because zero must precede one, and
one must follow zero.
Let us make a choice.
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Let you pull my hair behind my ears and smile because you like how they stick out
because I am your daughter and you can choose to tell me that you love my stuck-out ears and
wish you could walk me to school but you can’t because you have to work. Let me pull your
stethoscope with the hand that isn’t clutching my lunchbox and tell you I am excited to play
chess later and I am glad you like my ears. Let us smile at my shirt that tells me that I am smart
like you, daddy, and how as young as I am, I understand why you hide in the backyard at night.
Let us equal nine and forty-two and let us choose to stay here because this is how I learn
that we have hearts and that mine will always be your daughter, because I will grow up alone in a
room with books and windows where it is safe and I will believe you when you say that someday
I will make you proud.
Let us choose to leave the grid because I am twenty-one which is thirty-three less than
you and I cannot hear the tick of thirty-three because there are days I dread the tick of one more
and I am your daughter and my ears still stick out and if I prove that we are still nine and fortytwo and have a choice, then please let zero precede unknown.
--The therapy clinic meets my eyes as neutral. Conventional sounds of water, woodlands,
and nature friendly shoes patter around me. I grab a clipboard and a pen, both plastic residues
that advertise the fact that this clinic is also a company. The papers are what welcome me in. I
fill out the obligatory paperwork. Checkboxes. Former names. Past medical history. The sheet
becomes a succinct summation of myself, a 21-year-old junior scientist with anxiety and
depression.
A couple sits on the chairs adjacent to me. The wife seems more distraught, already
rubbing beneath her wide eyes. The husband is dressed much more casually—flip-flops and
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khaki shorts—a barely-there-smile across his lips as he watches their two daughters entertain
themselves while mommy and daddy wait for the therapist.
They are called in before I am, and the daughters—cute girls with cute clothes—wait
outside with pens and paper. One daughter is the clear elder, as she chooses which animals they
will draw.
“Elephant! In a zoo! No—on a hill!”
The younger abides. Their drawings are innocent, reminders of my youth that is both
present and absent as I sign waivers about suicidal thoughts.
“Monsters! Under the bed!”
For the first time since the activity’s inception, the younger protests.
“I don’t want to draw monsters!”
I don’t want to draw out letters that encapsulate indescribable, non-quantifiable aspects of
myself that I keep well-hidden in my caffeinated ticks towards functioning like a human being.
I feel old as I stare at the girl, my bottom lip bit against the urge to tell her—tell
someone—that the monsters will come because the pattern will play out and that is how it goes
and these neutral walls will be the only safety she knows.
For the minutes that remain until a stranger calls my name, I want to fall into the girls’
drawings. Elephants, zebras, lions. A menagerie, colored and dreamscaped despite limited
dimension, a sort of childish world I can’t recall. They draw fish, and I wonder if they could ever
know that they are drawing my youth. The smile at my stare.
From a left-hand door, a stranger says my name correctly. Her face is already sorry, as if
she knows I left work early to be here, to fill out forms about the multiple variables that have led
to this point in time, 3:37 p.m. Realism returns as I try to smile back.
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Our session is how I expect the session to be. Quiet. Brown couch, sunken deep by
people like me. How do busy people make time for this? How do numbers and amounts paid for
set minutes become justified? How does this work as a solution?
Just as my equations seem unsolvable, I notice the blue of her eyes. A real blue. We talk
for the allotted fifty minutes, maybe three over. It is awkward, revealing, and, to my chagrin,
helpful. But I drown her voice out, soothing as it is, because all I can think of is how her eyes are
blue as Guam, and I schedule another session.
--“In considering the functions of the mind or the brain we find
certain operations which we can explain in purely mechanical
terms... it is a sort of skin which we must strip off if we are to
find the real mind… do we ever come to the real mind, or do we
eventually come to the skin which has nothing in it?”
-Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” (1950)

How was society supposed to deal with the mind? Mental dysfunctions were
impediments to the traditional values that percolated back into society post-World War II. Yet,
with growing concern for mental health and advances in neurology, stigmas of mental illness and
neuroses experienced a subtle decline. Society sought a new condemned force against its values,
and it stumbled upon the growing publicity of homosexuality. Prosecutions of homosexual crime
experienced a five-fold increase from 1931-1951 (Hodges) with no significant public outcry.
Amongst Alan’s circle, his homosexuality was no deep secret. Though not nationally
exposed, his friends were aware of the subtle flirting, the strange relationships, and the memories
of Christopher Morcom. However, he was in no position to stand as a martyr for any aspect of
his personal being, and he saw his relationship with 19-year-old Arnold Murray as no such
scenario.
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Just prior to the inception of his relationship with Arnold—a young man in search of his
identity when he caught Turing’s eye on Oxford Street—Turing had given a talk at the BBC
Manchester Studio, an invitation to duel against a brain surgeon about the nature of the mind
versus machine. As Turing held tight to his theories, the surgeon retreated to good old biology:
“Your machines have no genes, no pedigrees. Mendelian inheritance means nothing to wireless
valves.” But Turing insisted that there was a pattern akin to computer logic underlying even the
purest of biological structures—perhaps inspired by his beloved Natural Wonders—and that
pattern was the simplest means by which both mind and machine could be facilitated.
Meanwhile, Arnold and Alan affirmed their relationship as an affair, as Alan invited
young Arnold to dinner parties, entertaining him with chess, machines, and arithmetic. Life was
ordinary, and events carried on in the logical sequences that dominated Turing’s working psyche.
There was a discordance in the pattern on January 23rd of 1952, when Alan experienced the first
of a series of burglaries following nights spent with Arnold. Aggravated with the menial thefts,
Alan phoned local police, who swept his residence for fingerprints and any other leads. Arnold
was contacted—as was Alan—to find himself prosecuted for gross indecency under the UK’s
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885. Detectives would continue to frequent Alan’s home,
where he would pour them wine and serenade them on his violin. The pattern was playing its
course, it seemed, and he would testify as guilty.
--I find you at the void.
The void finds me at 12:17 a.m. Pulsing like the way my boots used to tap in anticipation
of seeing you, lonely and dark on the evening Greyhound. Pulsing, the void arrives like
clockwork. These are things we get used to, people like me, who accept that the void exists and
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that’s what it is and that there’s nothing we can do but stand in awe of it until it’s filled. And it is
empty. And you are gone.
I find you at the station.
Your arms are wrapped around my waist, 24 inches of infinity that you have held since I
was seventeen, and you ask me if it’s silly to tell me that you love me. I say no. I say I love you,
too, because I do and because in this moment, there is nothing truer that I know. And that
moment, a small infinity in the midst of the large one—the one we’ll never see, becomes the
folded forever that I date and pocket and keep. Shrouded tight, I don’t let go.
This is why the void finds me. How would I unfold these moments in time? The phrase
makes no sense—“moments in time.” They are pieces of time, numbers added and subtracted
and thrown away carelessly into a void we cleared ourselves. Overflowing with the patterns we
regurgitate, this is the hole I crave. We are not in, but of. Of time, of youth, of course.
Where do we stand but in a loop of moments? Relived, rethought, re-re-re until the dizzy
swirl hazes like a fluent figure eight around our feet. You budge.
Would I let the loop occur again? Would I install the wind-up machine into myself, let
myself wind it out, knowing that the end comes? An end always comes. A void always arrives.
This is what I find. This is what I find—hopeful and wholehearted every time I enter the
loop. I find your absence in the midst of the darkest dawns I have ever known. I find an end. I
find a chasm where my cravings lie. I find but I am finding nothing. I find myself tugging my
fingers to wind, wind, wind/re-re-re until I am exhausted, in awe, wondering.
I find you at the station.
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Your arms slack around my shoulders. You halfheartedly kiss me as I leave for the last
time. You tell me that you love me, and it is silly. It is a tick, a function in this loop. A glitch. I
hope to never hear it again because it’s a malfunction I’ve been trained to believe.
I find the void comforting. An automaton within the overarching grid, the void is a
clearing of the equations and trajectories I’ve set myself to follow. The fixations are all I know,
all I feel I am. The void is somehow better, and I want to know if there is anything left
unquantifiable about this life.
A quiet endless stretch, a solace opposed to the hectic tangle of small infinities. A fix to
function.
--Sometimes I have dreams about a blue house.
The house stands in a row of colorful cottages on a hill I see outside of my window
whenever my mom drops me off at school. What is the name of the town? Do town names matter
on such a small island? We can drive around the entire globular coast in forty-three minutes. I
think we may have done that one or two times. My dad liked to do this—skim the coast to glide
past the ocean. On this island, time is a number to him, and numbers hold little weight. They are
paper-weights, things molded by shape and the ability to press matter down, but no more than
that. He tells me, childish as I am, to chase abstractions over numbers, because the intangibilities
are the only true tethers we can have. He will tell me this as I grow up, and I will struggle to
believe him. The numbers clarify.
I hang photos from Guam on my wall. No photos from Texas, Arizona, New York. The
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places that come after. I wonder if that’s a stage, a different directory in my dad’s mind, as it is
in mine. Green hills and blue houses are but a dreamscape in my mind now, a remnant of a past
when my dad’s smile was reciprocal, not earned. The pathways mesh.
When I study for school, I iterate formulas and definitions in ink, overlapping and
relapsing information until the facts stick. Black on teal on blue on crimson. Pink, and it’s
memorized. Pink, and it’s an A.
Sometimes I have dreams about a blue house, about a blue sea, about a green hill, about
an orange fish, about a man in colors that I can’t define. I have dreams in night and day, and I
wonder about the life my dad chose once the island was abandoned by our family. I wonder
about the life I’ll come to live and leave, the places post-here and post-now, and the regret I will
feel when I become as enraptured by the patterns that he ticks to. I wonder about the only love I
have known for half a decade of my life, and why and how this love transpired into technicality
and blossomed into binary. I wonder how I’ve taught myself that our nature is black and white. I
wonder why the S. bullata is my favorite creature, as my experiments fail to prove or measure
anything about its being. I wonder, and I give serious consideration to relocating back to Guam,
where I stand a chance in erasing the algorithms that exist.
--“Who could see that in fact he had torn the curtain away and shown the
fragile, erratic, embarrassing brain that lay behind the machine?”
- Hodges, The Enigma (1983)

Turing’s violation of Section 11 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885 was
rooted in the biological body parts of himself and Arnold; nothing more. His guilt by law was
irrefutable. Concurrent with continuous trials, Alan faced public and personal scorn, and in ways,
the case made him appear more human, rather than the machine of a man that graced the pages
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of research. Depression settled with ease into his struggles with homosexuality, and the great
question posed by his lifelong intellectual companion, Natural Wonders, loomed with the
clarification that only strife could provide: “By what process of becoming did I myself finally
appear in this world?” Was his mental state the result of biochemical equations? Was his
homosexuality a logical output of enzymes and nurture? Was his being but a finite state, unable
to change?
Scientific journals believed that the change was possible via hormone therapy, and given
a choice of either imprisonment or probation when his case was brought to final trial in 1952,
Turing chose probation—the scientific alternative—which was underwritten by new hormone
therapy treatments. Stilboestrol was injected into his body for one year, the probation ending in
1953. Murray was granted discharge. The trial resulted in social and intellectual exile for Turing,
as he was stripped of the ability to collaborate on security-driven studies and the ability to visit
certain countries without political stigma. He spent his time conducting small, sequestered
studies and reading books, avoiding the conversation between his mind and society.
His suicide in 1954 “fell into no clear sequence of events” (Hodges). It was aberrant, a
break in the pattern, and perhaps the only freedom of the grids within lifetime. He was
discovered lying in bed, and the adjacent poisoned red apple was marked by several bites. The
investigation of his death was a treasure hunt to police and friends, who found strange vials
strewn across his laboratories throughout the preceding years. He chose death freely, the suicide
manifesting his obsession with computational thinking and doing: Death was the random
element, the free choice, the undetermined.
At the end of 2013, Queen Elizabeth II of England issued Turing a posthumous pardon.
Alan Turing never established his ultimate concept of Mind. Indecisive, fraught by societal and
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scientific constraints, and ultimately fraught by the machines he formed himself, his theories
stand as the divisive debate in science today. There are schools and awards and incarnations in
memory of the man and his machine, but the machine wins, every time.
--Eight weeks into my training in the electrophysiology lab, and I have become a quasiexpert on handling the ventral nerve cord of a fly. It is a translucent blue thread just beneath the
fly’s exoskeleton—black and crunchy beneath my specialized tweezers that jab through its live
body—and it pulses with energy, visible as I plunge an electrode into the goo.
Within the eight weeks, I have become the lab’s pariah. The girl who kills the flies.
Haphazardly, I drop them into the hot wax, unleash them from their cozy plastic container, or
open my fingers at just the perfect angle for them to escape. I watch them flutter into the hallway
and hear students scream at its freedom.
The professor lectures on Turing frequently. A former computer scientist, the professor
refers to Turing’s pursuits as heroic. The students call Turing’s scientific contributions a marvel.
His depression and suicide are not mentioned.
Do the same biochemical patterns that encrypted Turing’s mental state encode the way
my dad and I drink coffee alone in the dark at night? I believe so. Is my obsession with numbers
and time a minor manifestation of my dad’s compulsions? Again, I believe so. Can my dad and I
escape the grid that Turing built around himself? Can anyone? Maybe. I don’t know.
I’m constantly astounded by sheer amount of knowledge we’ve acquired about the world
and worlds beyond our own. The equations on atoms, particles, muons, neutrinos, big bangs. The
Higgs Boson. The DNA helix sequestered from a fossil buried under years of sediment. The
multivariate network of an aging brain. The abstractions of our reality. It exists, all of it, outlined
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and documented in paper form in online networks for our access. It’s all at my fingertips,
knowledge of the world. I could learn anything my mind desires, yet I could never discover what
the real mechanisms are.
“Math is the closest we get to the handwriting of God,” says the eccentric scientist in
Guillermo Del Toro’s 2013 summer sci-fi blockbuster Pacific Rim. It’s a romantic thought, the
beauty of math. The certainty in numbers. And most could agree, there’s a nuanced sublimity in
equations, numbers, figures that magically conduct the order of the universe’s hidden grids.
I want to believe in a better universe. I want to see a life that abstains from complications,
abstractions, and demarcations of basic foundations that are beautiful the way they are. I want to
know without analyzing, without data-blitzing, without feeling intangibilities slip into recursive
figures and definitions. I want to see my dad in Guam, at the edge of the cove, feeding fish and
enjoying something beyond the residuals of American reality.
I want to fuck up this pattern.
I want an aspect of life that is more than an algorithm, a model of something that I wish I
had. The very coldness of equations is what breathes life into everything this world has ever
known. A reaction that spontaneously spurred life. A trajectory of descent by modification that
convoluted my ancestors. A series of predictable patterns that defined my waking life. A chain of
electrochemical potentials that dictates the way my fingers type the rapid thoughts this very
moment.
This sentence is the outcome of years of scientific reactions, of the positively charged
sodium, potassium, and calcium ions releasing neurotransmitters, of the point along the
epigenetic timeline that made me just a little more disappointed with this reality.
I wish I was more than a sum of inputs. I wish I didn’t feel my output has been defined.
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My intimacy with science has made me aware of my status in society: an android—a
circuit in human flesh. A machine to be studied, a daughter to be taught, a brain to be quantified.
Zoom in, zoom out, see the same small dots.
--10:46 a.m. The kitchen counter becomes my favorite place to be when I visit my
parents—the distraction of the laptop couples with the sunlight and presence of my family, and
smell of our collective caffeine addiction creates an overwhelming sense of a quasi-home.
Five weeks ago, my boyfriend of four years and I broke up. Five weeks. Four years. An
eight minute phone conversation. Five plus four plus eight. Seventeen. I was seventeen when I
sat behind him in world history. Now I am twenty-one, at a kitchen counter, wondering why the
past year has been a series of watching my beloved constellation of dots scatter apart in the
distance.
I am trying to work on things, as I always am and as I ever do, typing away as I subdue
my marvel at my mom’s ability to whip up a festive Christmas breakfast, grateful for a silent
moment in which the three of us—dad, mom, me—can mull in the kitchen together on a warm
morning. Then I hear his voice. And it starts.
We fight.
What about?
I don’t know.
I am unsurprised. I think my work was waiting to be interrupted. I think my train of
thought, the dots I keep trying to connect, was in need of disruption. I sit silently, staring at the
lime-lit laptop screen, wandering into circuits and patterns and predictions about what my dad
will say, what he will do, what part of me he will unplug next. We tell ourselves that the wires
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are intangible, that the grid is an illusory meshwork, that the seconds we measure mean nothing
to the pattern as a whole. We are wrong, and as I equate the variables that construct the present, I
know that the grid is more than a metaphor. Turing did, too.
Like clockwork, two notches below what I know I can handle in his voice, I tell him I am
sad, stressed, frantic, and lost. I run to my room, leaving the laptop open on the counter. I cry on
my bed, where I have cried before, because I know that in seven minutes, I will re-gather and
retreat to the laptop to work. I know I will be okay. Pattern says so.
In these moments, I sustain a theory. Like my favorite dreams, there is a switch to the
circuit. There is a switch, and I flip it, and you and I are no longer drowned in the current, tugged
by the force of the field. In my dreams, the wires dissipate, the circuit malfunctions, and
suddenly we are left with colors instead of variables. And we sit, an attempt to enumerate what
remains, but we cannot. But we can wake up early, pretend that we are more than strangers, and
forget the grid. The theory calms me down, until I remember that all theory is but theory. I have
no proof.
Then my door opens. For the first time of my life, my dad is at my door, watching me
cry, and in thirty seconds, for the first time in my life, my dad is in my room. He asks what
happened to my boyfriend, to the work on my laptop, to the little girl he knew on Guam.
In a color new to my senses, he holds me, and I am safe.
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